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Francis P. Vedder spent most of his adult life in Greene County, Illinois and amassed
quite a pile of money and many in the county questioned how he saved $ 28,000 on the
salary of a public servant. Some county papers believed he may have left the county
with twice that amount. In today’s dollars that would be over $600,000.
In 1862 his wife, a highly respected woman, Wilmina Vedder died and Francis remarried
in 1863 to Sarah Brown of New York. Sarah was much younger than
Francis. In 1865 they moved to New York and entered into business. Our story picks
up there.
The Syracuse Daily Journal has an article in October 1865 showing Vedder is selling
Morning Light stoves out of 29 East Water Street.

Syracuse, NY Late 1800’s
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The following advertisement ran June 5, 1866 shows Vedder had expanded his wares
and has moved to 77 South Salina Street.

As best can be made of various newspaper account F. P. continued selling stoves from
1865 until late 1868 when he bought out Adam Fralick’s dry good business.
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The Syracuse Daily Standard newspaper reported “that dullness of business in New York and
throughout the East, and in fact it may be said that a general stagnation in business prevails over
the whole country”.
It is under that backdrop that Vedder entered the dry goods retail business. The following ran in
The Syracuse Daily Standard on March 8, 1869, just 9 months before the fire that destroyed eight
stores.

Sometime prior to late December 1869 Vedder secured $ 40,000 worth of insurance on his dry
good inventory.
In part three, I will cover a few events between the fire and Vedder’s confession including
Vedder’s reopening for business, Insurance claims paid and Vedder’s attempt to grow larger and
compete with Bennett Brother. I will also add a more detailed article on Vedders testimony
including the actual questions and answers during Vedders time on the stand.
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